Abstract-In this paper we proposed a general model for solving the fuzzy matrix equation AX=B in which A is a crisp matrix and B is an arbitrary LR fuzzy numbers matrix. The original fuzzy equation is converted to a system of linear matrix equations by the embedding approach. The fuzzy solution is derived from solving model and a sufficient condition for the existence of strong LR fuzzy solution is analyzed. Two illustrating examples are given to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
To this day, there has a great enormous investigation in the study of fuzzy mathematics. From 1976 to 1991, some scholars studied fuzzy mathematics theory and obtained a series of results. Zadeh [1] , Dubois et al. [2] and Nahmias [3] firstly introduced the concept of fuzzy numbers and arithmetic operations. Meanwhile, Puri and Ralescu [4] , Goetschell et al. [5] and Wu Congxin et al. [6] [7] investigated the structure of fuzzy number spaces. The uncertainty of the parameters is involved in the process of actual mathematical modeling, which is often represented by fuzzy numbers. Now the theory and computing method of fuzzy linear systems are still playing an important role to the fuzzy mathematics and its applications.
In 1998, Friedman et al. [8] proposed a method that they can transform n n  fuzzy linear systems into n n 2 2  crisp function linear equation ) ( ) ( r Y r SX  by using fuzzy set decomposition theorem and embedding method. Later, S. Abbasbandy et al. [9] , T. Allahviranloo et al. [10] [11] , B. Zheng et al. [12] studied some specific fuzzy linear systems such as dual fuzzy linear systems, general fuzzy linear systems, dual full fuzzy linear systems and general dual fuzzy linear systems. In recent years, T. Allahviranloo, N. Babbar et al. [13] [14] proposed many new approaches and theories of fuzzy linear systems. In 2009, Allahviranloo et al. [15] firstly discussed the fuzzy linear matrix equations (FLME) with form of C B X A by the Kronecker product of the matrices. In 2011, Gong and Guo [16] 
The definition of a right shape function (.) R is similar to that of (.) L . 
Definition 2.2 For arbitrary LR fuzzy numbers
are LR fuzzy numbers, is called a LR fuzzy matrix equations (LRFLME).
Using matrix notation, we have
A fuzzy numbers matrix X is called a solution of the fuzzy matrix equation (5) So the Eq. (7) can be rewritten as 
where  S is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse [20] of matrix S .
Proof. The proof is straight forward.
In order to solve the fuzzy matrix equation (5), we need to consider the systems of linear equations (6) . It seems that we have obtained the minimal solution of the function linear system (10) as 
the fuzzy matrix equation (6) has a strong LR fuzzy minimal solution as follows: 
We know the condition that 
